Clinical outcomes with active versus nutritional vitamin D compounds in chronic kidney disease.
Increasing confusion exists as to which vitamin D compounds are more appropriate for persons with chronic kidney disease (CKD). Some opinion-based guidelines recommend administration of such nutritional vitamin D agents as ergocalciferol or cholecalciferol as the first therapy in hyperparathyroidism associated with low circulating levels of 25-hydroxy vitamin D (<30 ng/ml) in nondialysis dependent CKD patients. Insufficient to deficient levels of 25-hydroxy vitamin D have been reported in the majority of individuals with CKD, including both nondialysis dependent and maintenance dialysis patients. Epidemiologic studies have almost consistently indicated the survival benefit of active vitamin D agents across all stages of CKD, including among dialysis patients with 25-hydroxy vitamin D deficiency. To date, no large observational or interventional studies have shown any survival advantage of nutritional vitamin D in CKD patients. Several recent (postguideline) small studies have yielded mixed results regarding the potential benefits of ergocalciferol in CKD, including satisfactory to inadequate lowering of PTH level to target ranges, improving response to erythropoietin stimulating agents, and salutary effects on glycemic controls. Compared with nutritional vitamin D agents, active vitamin D compounds appear to more effectively lower the circulating levels of alkaline phosphatase, a conveniently available biomarker associated with increased mortality and coronary artery calcification in CKD patients. The ideal vitamin D therapy for CKD patients should be the one that improves survival irrespective of suggested or imposed target ranges for arbitrary or opinion-based surrogate end points. Randomized controlled trials are needed to verify which agents offer superior survival advantages.